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You won't want to miss..

•815 new, bizarre, action-packed Wolfenstein levels.

• A random level generator for unlimited levels.

• A utility to design your own Wolfenstein levels from scratch.

• All the Wolfenstein cheat codes.

• An upgrade to the latest version of Wolfenstein 3-D.

• An exclusive offer available only to Wolfenstein customers.



YES! Please rush me the Wolfenstein Super Upgrade for the limited time
price of only $39.95.
($59.95 after January 15,1995.)

Name:

Address:

Address: Apt./Suite#

City: State: Zip:-™^ Phone:( )

Payment by: (cheekbone) Check Money Order J Visa MasterCard J Discover

Card Number:

Cardholder's Signature: Exp. Date:

TEXAS

TAX

8 25% —Addison. Bik kitighom, Carroliton, C.o(.krell Hill, Dallas. Fatmers Branch, Gorlonri.

Glenn Heights. Highland Park. Irving. Piano. Richardson, Powlolt, (inlversity Park

7.25% All other Ihxus i itios or towns

SHIPPING USA: $5.00 CANADA. $6.00 OTHER COUNTRIES: $8.00
|

Order Subtotal: $

Texas Tax: $

Shipping: $

• Please inake checks payable to: Apogee Software. Ltd.

• Moil orders to: Apogee Software, Ltd.. P.O. Box 496389. Garland, TX 75049 Order Total: $

Please tell us about your computer.

Graphics: JSVGA
jVGA

Connputer type: UPentium
IJ486

J386
J286

Thils special upgrade offer only

comes on 3.5" HD disks.

Apogee's Toil-Free Order #

1 -800-APOGEE 1

• When ordering by phone, please give the

customer service representative the following

special offer code: M007WSU



Get 815 new Wolfenstein levels, a random level generator, a level editor, a new version

of the original Wolfenstein 3-D, plus a list of all of the cheat codes—all for $39.95!

But, it's a LIMITED TIME OFFER. You must order by January 15, 1995, or the price goes up to $59.95.

Wolfenstein 3-D has won nearly every award the game industry has to offer. Now you can continue to play

this amazing, furious action game with all new levels and experience it like you've never had a chance to.

THIS OFFER IS ONLY AVAILABLE TO REGISTERED WOLFENSTEIN 3-D CUSTOMERS WHO PURCHASED

THE GAME FROM APOGEE. No one else will ever get this offer or anything similar to it.

There's no risk because of our money back guarantee

Our policy is simple: If you buy the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades and don't like them, you can return them for

a full refund within 30 days. That's all! No questions asked. There's no risk for you at all.



"You're in for a real thrill with our three

Wolfenstein Super Upgrades!''

Dear Fellow Wb//Fan:

As a registered owner of Wolfcnsteiu 3-D^^\ you've helped make it one of the most
popular and successful games ever.

"Wolfenstein 3-D is one of the eight most important games ever released/'

- PC Gamer, August 1994

That's a pretty strong statement. Yet, it's true. Wolfenstein has started an entire

industry of first-person-point-of-view 3-D games, including Blake Stone, DOOM,
Planet Strike, and Apogee's soon-to-be-released 3-D blockbuster. Rise of the Triad.

The popularity of Wolfenstein never seems to end. So, we've put together three

Wolfenstein upgrades that will extend the life of your Wolfenstein game for as long

as you want. These upgrades have never been offered by Apogee before, and

only until January 15, 1995, will we extend our registered customers a special

discount price.

(Upgrade #1 - WolfMastcr)

Play 815 NEW Wolfenstein levels!

The Wolfenstein phenomenon has inspired players like yourself and other

programmers to create thousands of unique levels, which have enhanced and
prolonged the play value of this popular game.

Apogee has hand-picked the best 815 of these levels from third-party level

designers. Imagine 815 uniquely designed levels, full of action, danger, traps,

enemies, secrets, and bonuses. Can you see yourself playing these new levels,

trying to survive through all the mystery and excitement? It might take you
months—or longer—to play through all of these new levels!

To play all of these levels, we have the WolfMastcr menu system. It's a special menu
program that allows you to play all 815 levels from your regular Wolfenstein

directory.

It's as easy as playing the original Wolfenstein, You simply type "WM" to start the

menu, then you select which group of levels you want to play. Each group of levels

represents a unique challenge. Since these levels were created by a variety of level

designers, you will encounter a great variety of "worlds" to explore.



These new levels are not just rehashed versions of the original 60 Wolfenstein levels

—

we wouldn't do that to you. These new levels are utterly unique and inventive. In

fact, they take advantage of features and special tricks that were never used in the

original Wolfenstein,

These tricks include:

• Guards that can run and attack through fake walls. (Imagine walking into a room

that looks harmless, and suddenly ten guards appear from nowhere, guns blazing!)

• Bosses (the huge opponents usually seen on the last level of each episode) can

appear on any level, when you least expect it.

• Invisible walls that you can see through and shoot through, but you cannot pass

through.

• Hologram doors: They look Hke doors, but you can walk right through them and

surprise the guards on the other side!

• Guards that stand like statues, ignoring your presence until you shoot them—then

they come to life and attack!

• YouTl see many other strange things too, like ghost dogs, and more.

You can finally see these tricks and special effects for yourself. Imagine the bizarre

and unusual levels that are waiting for you to solve and overcome.

(Upgrade #2 - Wolf Creator)

You can custom create an unlimited number of levels!

Imagine a level populated with bosses, all blazing with twin machine guns while you

duck and mn toward safety. Or, can you picture yourself in a new level swarming

with guards and Hitler's mutant army?

Apogee has enlisted the help of programmer Alan Hemphill, who has created an

incredible program that actually generates an endless number of challenging levels

for Wolfenstein, at the touch of a button!

The program is called Wolf Creator. You simply type ''wolfgame", and you get a

menu with several easy choices. If you simply want a standard-style game, you hit a

button, and within one minute, you have 60 new levels! Or, if you want a little more

control, you can use the "customize" option and adjust everything to be exactly how
you want it. For example, you can have a game without bosses, but packed full of

regular guards. Or you can have levels with a dozen killer bosses, ammo every-

where, and health kits too. With the "customize" option, you are in control of each

game you create.

With Wolf Creator, you can have it any way you want. It's your choice, and no

two games are ever the same. It's an amazing program that adds unlimited replay

value. The levels that are generated by Wolf Creator are not silly random levels,

either. They're generated using smart data sets and intelligent assembly logic.



All you have to know is that the levels generated by Wolf Creator are as fun and

devious as those made by top level designers.

When finished with your game, you simply run Wolf Creator again and create an

entirely new set of levels, which will be wildly different than the levels you just

played. This means you will never run out of new levels to play!

(Upgrade #3 - MapEdit)

You can design your own devious levels to play yourself or challenge your friends!

Okay, so you can generate unlimited custom levels using Wolf Creator. But what if

you want to design every detail of your levels; to play yourself, or give to your

friends? Tliink about the levels you would make. Would you use many of the special

effects and tricks that were not used in the original game? Do you think you can

make better levels than in the original Wolfenstcin?

There's only one program that gives you absolute control to create your own levels

exactly the way you want them. It's called MapEdit, It's a full-blown level editor,

that lets you design levels from scratch, building your own rooms and mazes, and
placing guards, traps, bonuses and secret rooms anywhere you want them. You
really get to be a game designer!

Here are some of the cool features in MapEdit:
• Import existing Wolfenstein levels and change them.

• Supports Wolfenstein, Spear of Destiny (the sequel to Wolfenstein 3-D), and

Blake Stone (another Apogee 3-D game, similar to Wolfenstein 3-D),

• Online help and extensive documentation.

• Two freehand drawing modes.
• Ten ways to display object/map data.

• Multiple object searching and replacing.

• Statistics tracking and warnings.

• Use the mouse or keyboard.

• Save levels.

• Dozens of other features.

Well, that sounds complicated, but when you use MapEdit, you'll see that it is really

quite easy. You can design levels that are as realistic as the original Wolfenstein, or as

crazy as you can imagine. All of the 815 levels mentioned above were created using

MapEdit, It's powerful, and it's fun.

How to order the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades

We were thinking of selling each of these Upgrades separately. But it really only

makes sense to sell them all together as a package, and offer the best discount

possible. Here's what the individual prices would have been:

[1] WolfMaster— Menu system with 815 levels: $39.95

[21 Wolf Creator— Automatic level generator: $29.95

[31 MapEdit— Lets you be a level designer: $29.95

Total: $99.85



Let's face it, no one is going to pay those high prices!

By bundling them all together in a single package, we can sell all three at a

super discount price: $59.95. That's a savings of $40.

Limited Time Special Discount Price

If you buy before January 15, 1995, we will throw in MapEdit for FREE, which
further reduces the price of the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades to only $39.95,

saving you an additional $20. After January 15,1995, the price will be $59.95.

Free Bonus #1 : We will include a free cheat sheet, with all of the Wolfenstein cheat

codes. You'll get codes to make you invincible, give you all of the keys, give you all

of the weapons and ammo, and other cheat codes, too. With these cheat codes,

you'll never get stuck again. You can even skip to any level you want by using the

"warp" cheat code.

Free Bonus #2 : We will also include the latest version of the original Wolfenstein 3-D

(all six episodes, with 60 total levels). By using this version, you'll be able to use all

three of the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades. In addition, this version will let you use all

of the cheat codes that we are sending you.

The Money Back Guarantee

Our policy is simple: If you buy the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades and don't like them,

you can return them for a full refund, less shipping and handling, within 30 days.

That's all! There's no risk for you at all.

Sincerely,

Scott Miller

President

P.S. Don't forget: order all three of the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades before January 15,

1995, and you'll save an extra $20. Plus, we'll include the latest version of the original

Wolfenstein game, ensuring that you can use the cheat codes and the upgrades.

Remember, this exclusive offer is available only to registered owners of the original

Wolfenstein 3-D. Order now to get your copy of the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades.

They're more fun than you think-we guarantee it.

Wolfenstein Copyright © 1992, by id Software.



can finally have UNLIMITED LEVELS

for Wolfenstein 3-D!
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Apogee has three Wolfenstein Super Upgrades that are

designed to increase the play value of your original

Wolfenstein 3-D game. All three are easy-to-use and add

tremendously to the level of excitement and enjoy-

ment you can get from your original purchase of

Wolfenstein 3-D. You can get all three for only $39.95,

I
with Apogee's easy money-back guarantee.

(Upgrade #1 - WolfMaster)

You get 815 NEW Wolfenstein levels!

_ ^ Apogee has hand-picked the best 815 of these levels from third-

party level designers. Imagine: 815 uniquely deslgned-and often^
bizarre-levels, full of action, danger, traps, enemies, secrets, and

bonuses. Can you see yourself playing these new levels, trying to

survive through all the mystery and excitement? It might take you months—

or longer—to play through all of these new levels!

These new levels are not just rehashed editions of the original 60 Wolfenstein9
levels—we wouldn't do that to you. These new levels are utterly unique and

inventive. In fact, they take advantage of features and special tricks that were

never used in the original Wolfenstein,

X (Upgrade #2 - Wolf Creator)

You can custom create an unlimited number of new levels!

Apogee has enlisted the help of programmer Alan Hemphill, who has created an

incredible program that actually generates challenging levels for Wolfenstein, at

the touch of a button!

The program is called Wolf Creator You simply type "wolfgame", and you get a

menu with several easy choices. If you simply want a standard-style game, you

hit a button and within one minute you have 60 newJevels! Or, if you want a little

more control, you can use the "customize" option and adjust everything to be

exactly how you want it. For example, you can have a game without bosses, but

packed full of regular guards. Or you can have levels with a dozen killer bosses,

ammo everywhere, and health kits, too. With the "customize" option, you are

in control of each game you create.

wery time you use it. And you control how (Upgrade #3 - MopEdlt)

"^"^'^m^^^m^^^ You can design your own devious levels from scratch!

Okay, so you can generate unlimited custom levels using Wolf Creator, but

what if you want to design every detail of the levels to play yourself or give

E^^- ^rfrag'
friends? Do you think you can make better levels than in the original

There's only one program that gives you absolute control to create your

HCl5SfiS3Si levels exactly the way you want them. It's called MapEdit. It's a full-

RSlpj^^pj^^^^ nLm?0 blown level editor that lets you design levels from scratch, building your

iffLj!!!^^ own rooms and mazes, and placing guards, traps, bonuses, and secret

Ma Edit lets you design your own levels from rooms anywhere you want them. You really get to be a game designer!

^^scratch, or change any existing level. Code M007WSUCode: M007WSU
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'Wolfenstein Super Upgrade^l

Using Wolf Creator,

it's easy to make 60

new customized levels.

Just raise or lower the

four bars. Each time

you use it, you'll get

60 all-new, very

unique levels.

Some of the levels in
|

1
WolfMaster can get

I messy and gory. If

It this style of action and

violence is too fierce

for you, may we
recommend Tetris^M?



Dear Wolfenstein Super Upgrade Purchaser:

We hope you enjoy the Super Upgrade packages that you've ordered from Apogee. We know you're just dying to dive in and play

all these levels, but there are a few steps you should follow first before you do anytliing.

1. Back up your diskettes! Doing so will ensure that if you need to reinstall the package, you'll have a reliable

copy to use.

2. Install the new copy of Wolfenstein 3D into a new, empty directory. Installing these upgrades over an old

copy of Wolfenstein 3D is not recommended.

3. The Super Upgrades MUST be installed into the sarne directory as the freshly installed Wolfenstein 3D.

4. Once the files have been copied from the Super Upgrade disks to your hard drive, there will be a few

instruction screens shown. Please make an effort to read them, even taking notes. There is extremely

important information on these screens that are necessary to the operation of the various programs that come

in the Super Upgrade Package.

5. Once the programs have been installed, there is an extra command you need to invoke before WoltMaster will

be ready for operation. The Super Upgrade installation will leave you in the directory that the Super

Upgrades were installed to. From this directory, enter SETUP. This will set up the WolfMaster program,

and will create all the necessary files for WolfMaster operation.

Here are the commands you need to run in order to execute the various parts of the Wolfenstein Super Upgrades Package. All these

examples will assume that you accept the defaults offered by the installation programs for Wolfenstein 3D, and the Super Upgrade

Package. If you choose to install them to different directories, you will have to substitute those directories in these examples.

WolfMaster: To use WolfMaster, you need to change to the C:\W0LF3D directory, and run WOLFM. All the

instructions necessary for the execution of this program are inside the program on the menu screen.

Wolf Creator: To use Wolf Creator, you need to change to the C:\W0LF3D\CREAT0R directory, and enter

WOLFGAME. There is a text file in this directory called W0LFGAME.TXT. This is a standard ASCII tile, and

can be read by anything that can read an ASCII text file. You may wish to print this to have on hand for

reference.

MapEdit: To use MapEdit, you need to change to the C:\W0LF3D\MAPEDIT directory, and enter MAPEDIT.

There is a text file in this directory called MAPEDIT.DOC, which contains instructions on how to use the MapEdit

program. It is a standard ASCII text file, and can be read by anything that can read an ASCII file. You may wish

to print this to have on hand for reference.

There are some further instructions relating to the use of these three programs both in the installation screens, and in a file that will

be installed to your directory called CODES.EXE. Entering CODES will get you a list of cheat codes for Wolfenstein 3D, as well

as some further help running the programs.

If you experience trouble when using these programs, please consult the various instructions that come with each program or the file

named W3D-HELP.EXE found in die W0LF3D directory. Thanks again for purchasing of the Wolfenstein 3D Super Upgrade

Package!

Sincerely,

Scott Miller

President - Apogee Software


